TimingResearch Crowd Forecast Newsletter  
Weekly Report #201 – 07/30/2017 Report
Overall Sentiment All-Time “Correct” Percentage: 50.0%
Overall Sentiment 52-Week “Correct” Percentage: 54.5%
Overall Sentiment 12-Week “Correct” Percentage: 52.9%

Only the previous 52 weeks of data are shown below, please download the raw data to see the full range of past data.
NOTE: The following open-ended answers are solely the opinions of the anonymous respondents to this survey. Responses are mostly unedited, but some have been reformatted slightly for to make them easier to read. Some irrelevant responses (e.g. "none"), or anything obviously fake or copy and pasted responses have been omitted. All-caps responses have been changed to all lowercase. All responses for each week, unedited, are available in the raw data spreadsheets at TimingResearch.com/data.

Question #3. For your answer to Question #1, please share what specific reason(s) you think the S&P500 will be heading the direction you chose.

“Higher” Respondent Answers:

- Good Earnings.
- begin of new month is typically bullish
- When Trump Says something the opposite happens. So on this assumption I felt that that he movement will go north
- I predict a minor move up possibly touching 2500 before volatility moves back in and takes us down to 2300.
- It’s a BULLISH market.
- Charts
- Price action.
- above MA 200 and 50
- watching all indicators
- not Labor day yet.
- Momentum
- The markets are controlled by central banks. As soon as they want it to go down, it will.
- 1. Traders are simply waiting for the big boys to push this puppy higher and they will follow them.
- The existing trend seems to continue unless some bad news can reverse the trend.
- Market continues to form a top big money flowing out of the market it has to drop at some point
- trend
- Continuation of the trend and Congress getting to work on other things beside healthcare
- Last week of earnings good news

“Lower” Respondent Answers:

- Approaching zenith of earnings season. Suspect AAPL will beat; but outlook will disappoint.
- Negative price and momentum divergence.
- Upside exhaustion
- Breakdown on Thu 07/27, "outside" negative day on the candlestick charts
- oce again credit, overextending it seems to be a problem
- While we have some big earnings announcements & the NFP next week, I think that AAPL will determine the market direction and selling on the news is likely. The NASDAQ, the SPX & the RUT are still consolidating. Breaking out of the Squeeze for the SPX & RUT had no upside follow through and a swing low is the current direction. The DJTI is bearish even though it may have hit bottom indicating to me weakness to come. Congress is a joke and both houses are wasting an opportunity for growth.
• There are no reasons to go buy this period
• Seasonality and approaching Resistance
• aapl earning will drag the market down
• extreme complacency, lowest VIX in 11 years/ the word is getting out. Time for rinse and repeat.
• Trump
• fibron.
• Prime vacation and low volume seasonality kicks in as first week of august kicks in. Could be boring, but Venezuela activities may spook oil markets.
• Market is rolling over. Profit taking to save equity will prevail. Lots of earnings this week to be disappointing.
• S&P has probably risen as high as it's going to go based on this earnings seasons and growth prospects. Likely down toward 2410-2400 support.
• Historically weak
• Earnings are winding down
• Volatility is going up most tech stocks and high beta have already reported.
• only Dow and mid-caps have momentum bots responding to rising VIX
• it is time to sell. All is over.
• end of earnings
• FANG Earnings hurting market....
• Way over due for a correction. has been in a bubble.
Question #4. What trading software/platform(s) do you use to execute your trades?

- Interactive Broker & TastyWorks
- TD Ameritrade
- Ameritrade
- HDFC and Equitymasrer
- fidelity
- Etrade and TOS
- E*Trade
- TOS
- Think or Swim
- Scottrade
- ThinkorSwim
- GCI Financial
- SWQ, Trade Interceptor.
- Think or Swim from TD Ameritrade
- Think Or Swim and Tradestation
- Options Express
- none
- InfinityFutures
- Ninja trader
- E*TRADE
- E-Trade
- Ameritrade
- ATAS is awesome
- tc2000
- Fidelity ATP
- Active trader pro by Fidelity
- Fidelity
- Option house
- TD
- tradestation
- MT4
- Ninja
- IB
- Scottrader
- Interactive Brokers
Question #5. Additional Comments/Questions/Suggestions?

Thank you for all the feedback, feel free to contact us at any time with any other questions or comments.

- It was noble for John McCain to vote "no" on healthcare because he wanted bi-partisan support but it was also naive since the DEMS have been so obstructionist. When Congress fails to perform, taxpayers should not have to pay their salaries.
- considering selling Call Spreads on the Indexes for a market that might go down or stay flat
- no thanks, otherwise I would have to lower my confidence level to 50%. LUB... (laugh under breath)
- Although you may not realize it, you are ethereal. Throughout history, humans have been interacting with the quantum soup via morphic resonance. Who are we? Where on the great journey will we be reborn?
Standing Predictions

Below are some of the one-time prediction-type questions asked in previous weeks that have not been finalized yet or have been finalized recently. Suggest a future question here.

**Week 171, 01/02/17 Report** - In 2016 the S&P500 opened at 2,038.20 and closed at 2,238.83. Where do you think the S&P500 will close in 2017?
Average: 2,318.53
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